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Abstract

Introduction: Access to and the cost of induction treatment for cryptococcal meningitis (CM) is rapidly changing. The newly-announced price for flucytosine ($0.75 per 500 mg pill) and possibly lower prices for liposomal amphotericin B (AmB-L) create opportunities to reduce CM treatment costs compared to the current standard treatment in low- and middle-income countries.

Methods: We developed an Excel-based cost model to estimate health system treatment costs for CM over a two-week induction phase for multiple treatment combinations, newly feasible with improved access to flucytosine and AmB-L. CM treatment costs include medications, laboratory tests and other hospital-based costs (bed-day costs and healthcare worker time). We report results from applying the model using country-specific information for South Africa, Uganda, Nigeria, and Botswana.

Results: A 14-day induction-phase of seven days of inpatient AmB-D with flucytosine, followed by seven days of high-dose fluconazole as...
an outpatient, will cost health systems less than a 14-day hospital stay with AmB-D and fluconazole. If daily AmB-L replaces AmB-D for those with baseline renal dysfunction, with a cost of $50 or less per 50 mg vial, incremental costs would still be less than the AmB-D with fluconazole regimen. Simple oral combinations (e.g., seven days of flucytosine with fluconazole as an inpatient) are practical when AmB-D is not available, and treatment costs would remain less than the current standard treatment.

**Conclusions:** Improved access to, and lower prices for flucytosine and AmB-L create opportunities for improving CM treatment regimens. An induction regimen of flucytosine and AmB-D for seven days is less costly than standard care in the settings studied here. As this regimen has also been shown to be more effective than current standard care, countries should prioritize scaling up flucytosine access. The cost of AmB-L based regimens is highly dependent on the price of AmB-L, which currently remains unclear.
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Introduction
Cryptococcal meningitis (CM) among people living with advanced HIV disease remains a leading cause of AIDS-related deaths globally. Meningitis deaths continue, in part, because of health system failures to diagnose, initiate, retain, and achieve viral suppression in patients on anti-HIV therapy quickly after HIV infection, and for patients who develop CM, failures to treat patients with efficacious induction-phase regimens including off-patent medications\(^1\). In short, the continued high incidence of CM cases and deaths are programmatic indicators of these failures\(^1\).

Prior to 2018, the WHO recommended two-weeks of hospital-based care with daily amphotericin B deoxycholate (AmB-D) infusions plus oral fluconazole as one of the preferred treatment options. This regimen became a standard treatment in many settings due to the lack of fluconazole regulatory approvals and limited access in most low- and middle-income countries (LMICs)\(^1,10\). The updated 2018 WHO guideline recommends AmB-D with fluconazole in place of fluconazole for week one and high-dose fluconazole for week two\(^1\). This regimen is more efficacious and, due to the shorter duration of AmB-D infusion, less toxic and allows for a shorter hospital stay. To date, fluconazole has been largely unavailable in LMICs despite being included in the WHO essential medicines list\(^9,10,14\).

After years of advocacy\(^9,10,15\), the lack of access to old and off-patent medications is beginning to change. Flucytosine is now available for $75 per 100 pack (500 mg pills) \textit{ex works} although use in countries remains very limited (mainly LMICs with a high HIV burden), while Gilead announced the company will seek to make liposomal amphotericin B (AmB-L) available for a substantially lower price as well\(^16\).

This research note reports on costs of treatment for CM patients during the initial two-week induction phase as access to key medications improves (and prices fall) and to complement new research evaluating effectiveness of alternative regimens containing combinations of AmB-D, fluconazole, flucytosine, and AmB-L (see, e.g. 10,17). In this analysis, treatment costs are based on World Health Organization guidelines\(^1\), and include medications as well as laboratory tests and other hospital-based costs, which vary based on drug regimen. Using country-specific cost information, example results are presented for Botswana, Nigeria, South Africa, Uganda.

Methods
Background
Model overview
We used a basic micro-costing approach following standard costing recommendations\(^9,19\), organized into an Excel-based model, to estimate per-protocol treatment costs from the health-system perspective (reported in 2019 $US) per CM patient and per 1,000 CM patients over a 14-day induction phase, where treatment costs include medications, laboratory tests and other hospital-based costs (bed-day/hotel cost and staff if not included in bed-day costs). Using the basic model, we completed four-country specific applications, which are available along with a User’s Guide at the OpenBU data repository\(^20\). Any country-specific case study can also be used as a template for replication in other locations or with new assumptions (or for readers to conduct additional sensitivity analyses).

The model first estimates cost for what has been a standard treatment across many LMICs; daily infusion of AmB-D for 14 days in hospital, if available, with high-dose oral fluconazole daily. Costs for a main alternative regimen, AmB-D with flucytosine for seven days (followed by fluconazole monotherapy in the second week), are then estimated along with additional regimens with AmB-L or simple oral combinations such as fluconazole plus fluconazole (in the absence of AmB-D or AmB-L). Fluconazole monotherapy is not included in this analysis because effectiveness is very low\(^11\). However, the oral regimen (fluconazole plus flucytosine) can be easily edited to be fluconazole monotherapy only.

Model structure and assumptions
The Excel model for each country contains the same five worksheets: table of contents; assumptions for all regimens; cost per patient for each regimen (seven total regimens are included); cost per 1,000 patients (which includes nine total regimens that consider alternative ways of addressing baseline renal dysfunction (RD) for patients as well as incident RD for a standard two-week regimen with AmB-D). All assumptions...
on resource quantities and unit costs for such resources are provided in assumptions for all regimens sheet and the cost by regimen per patient sheet. The model is adapted as needed for each country, for example based on medication price information (price per pill or per pack of pills, laboratory monitoring guidelines or practices, or information requiring inflation adjusting).

Unit costs for all resources except flucytosine and AmB-L, all other medications, laboratory tests, therapeutic lumbar punctures, health worker time, hospital in-patient bed days, are based on country-specific sources (referenced within the Excel model application for each country-specific analysis). For flucytosine, we use the reported price ($75 per 100 pack of 500 mg pills) plus 25% to include additional shipping and handling costs. The cost of AmB-L remains uncertain at this time. In South Africa, for example, while the 2019 single exit price of AmB-L was $194 per 50 mg vial, a price of $16.25 per 50 mg vial has been reported but currently remains unconfirmed by Gilead. For this analysis, we have used a price of $50 per vial (e.g., $40 ex works plus an additional 25% for shipping, handling, etc.). As procurement of these medication grows in the near future, better estimates will likely be available in the near future. Using the Excel-based models provided in the OpenBU repository, interested readers can easily conduct additional sensitivity analyses by adjusting specific parameters list in the worksheet labelled “Assumptions for all regimens”.

**Results and discussion**

Main results from these analyses are provided in Figure 1. For each country, five main treatment regimens are presented.

**AmB-D plus flucytosine (14 hospital days)**

For each country, the first regimen reported in Figure 1 is a 14-day hospitalization with daily infusion of AmB-D with high-dose oral flucytosine daily. We use this regimen as a basic reference point for comparing costs for the other regimens. Given recommended daily dosages for this combination (50 kilogram adult; 1 mg/kg/day AmB-D; 1200 mg/day flucytosine), medication costs per day are estimated at $7.11, $8.93, $6.22, and $14.40 for South Africa, Botswana, Uganda, and Nigeria, respectively. These costs are then multiplied by the number of days each regimen is planned.

**Figure 1. Cryptococcal meningitis treatment costs with alternative regimens**. Total cost for the induction phase is provided at the top of each colored bar. The vertical axis (for costs) is not comparable (visually) across countries because the scale varies. For Botswana, hospital-based staff costs are included within the basic hospital costs.
and Nigeria, respectively. As summarized in Figure 1 (after dividing by 1,000), total costs per patient for this regimen are $2,043 (South Africa), $1,548 (Botswana), $822 (Nigeria) and $487 (Uganda). The basic hospital in-patient costs per day (excluding medications, and laboratory tests) in South Africa ($97) and Botswana ($88) are substantially higher than in Nigeria ($24) and Uganda ($11), which explains most of the differences between the higher- and lower-cost countries for this regimen. Treatment costs for this AmB-D/flucytosine regimen provide the reference point for discussing other regimens.

AmB-D plus flucytosine (seven hospital days)

As included in the WHO 2018 guidelines, the preferred but previously unavailable combination is AmB-D/flucytosine for seven days followed by seven days of fluconazole. This regimen allows for seven hospital days among patients who do not need a more prolonged admission for other clinical reasons. With the newly-reduced daily cost for flucytosine at $9.38, this lower cost compares more favorable to the daily cost of fluconazole (e.g., the daily cost of 1200 mg fluconazole is estimated at $6.79, $0.43, $3.11, and $4.40 in South Africa, Uganda, Botswana, and Nigeria, respectively).

In all four country examples analyzed (see Figure 1), total costs with AmB-D/flucytosine (seven days) and then fluconazole monotherapy (seven days), with seven inpatient and seven outpatient days, are substantially less than with the AmB-D/flucytosine regimen. In each case, the additional daily medication costs for the first week (AmB-D with flucytosine instead of fluconazole) are offset by lower hospital costs and somewhat lower medication costs during week two (only fluconazole monotherapy). In the future, as more experience grows with the use of this regimen in routine or study settings, it is clearly possible that the number of actual in-patient days could extend beyond seven days. Such adjustments can be easily estimated using the models provided (e.g., cost of this regimen in South Africa for 7 in patient days is $1,101 but $1,484 with 10 in-patient days.

Replacing AmB-D with AmB-L

AmB-L is therapeutically equivalent and less toxic than AmB-D. Given the considerable morbidity associated with AmB-D infusion, benefits from improved access to AmB-L are clear. Assuming flucytosine is available, one option is to replace AmB-D with AmB-L and combine this with fluconazole during the seven hospital days. With dosing of 3 mg/kg/day and a patient weighing ≤50 kg, the daily cost for AmB-L is $150 per day (assuming a cost of $40 per vial (50 mgs) plus an additional 25% for insurance, transport, and customs). While significantly less than in the past, this daily cost would remain substantially higher than the daily cost of AmB-D during the induction phase ($0.31, $5.83, $5.78, and $10 for South Africa, Botswana, Uganda, and Nigeria, respectively).

From Figure 1, treatment costs with AmB-L/flucytosine compared to AmB-D/flucytosine during the first week of treatment (followed by fluconazole monotherapy in the second week for both regimens) increases significantly for all countries analyzed, while other costs largely remain the same. Additional research remains needed to consider how the possible benefits (ease of administration, side effects of medications, and treatment outcomes) of switching to standard doses of AmB-L for all patients might compare to the additional costs as well as the budgetary impact.

While a substantially lower price ($16.25 per vial) has been reported by advocacy organizations (e.g., https://www.gaffi.org/gilead-reduces-price-of-ambisome-liposomal-amphotericin-b-for-cryptococcal-meningitis-in-hiv-aids/), this price has not yet been confirmed by Gilead. Obviously, costs would fall substantially for this regimen with the lower price. For example, costs per day for AmB-L would fall from $150 to $60 per patient with this cost (a low-end estimate), but overall costs would remain substantially higher than with AmB-D.

Target AmB-L to patients with baseline renal dysfunction

One option to manage the costs of AmB-L, as included in the Southern African HIV Clinicians Society’s 2019 cryptococcal disease management guideline, is to target AmB-L/flucytosine to patients with known renal dysfunction at baseline, with AmB-D/flucytosine for the remainder, given that new AmB-D toxicities are uncommon in the first week of induction therapy. AmB-L is also a logical backup to manage AmB-D shortages or stock outs. Results for this option is provided as the fourth option in Figure 1 for each country.

When the proportion of patients with renal dysfunction is ‘modest’ (8% of CM patients with renal dysfunction from 26), prioritizing these patients for AmB-L/flucytosine may be medically preferred and probably affordable within the overall HIV care and treatment budget. For example, costs per 1,000 patients for this approach (fourth regimen in Figure 1) compared to AmB-D plus flucytosine for all (second regimen in Figure 1) increase by about $83,000 in South Africa, $79,000 Botswana, $80,500 Uganda, $77,800 Nigeria. However, when compared to the 14-day regimen of AmB-D plus fluconazole (first regimen in Figure 1), costs for this fourth regimen are lower per 1,000 patients.

Regarding national budget implications in, for example, South Africa, with an additional costs per 1,000 patients of $83,000 (comparing the second and fourth regimen in Figure 1) and an estimated 21,000 new CM cases annually in South Africa2, the annual additional cost of this approach would be $1.74 million annually, which is less than 0.12% of the $1.4 billion included in the national budget for 2019/2020 for the HIV and AIDS program budget27. Given that new CM cases are, at least to some important degree, a consequence of health system failures, it seems logical for the program to internalize this cost of failures.

Oral regimens (flucytosine/fluconazole)

The WHO recommends an oral regimen of flucytosine/fluconazole (for 14 days) when AmB-D is not available. In Figure 1, costs for this regimen are included for seven inpatient days and seven outpatient days. Treatment costs with this oral regimen are similar to costs for AmB-D/flucytosine (lower costs from no
daily infusions are offset by higher costs of the additional seven days of fluconazole). The cost of this fluconazole/fluconazole regimen would fall or increase depending on the number of days of inpatient care (e.g., only three or four days post-CM diagnosis to monitor intracranial pressure and other possible complications; or more if patients require ongoing management of raised intracranial pressure). The effectiveness of the alternative regimens, not just the costs, need to be addressed for a full comparison of the two regimens. In highly resource limited settings, however, the oral regimens make home-based care feasible at least for some subset of patients (i.e., those without severe CM at the time of treatment initiation, for example as measured by reduced level of consciousness).

Conclusions
With fluconazole accessible at a price of $0.75 per 500 mg pill, an opportunity exists to reduce CM treatment costs over the initial two-week induction phase compared to standard care in LMICs (14 inpatient days with daily infusions of amphotericin B deoxycholate plus fluconazole). Although medication costs with fluconazole are higher than those of current standard treatment, cost reductions from fewer inpatient days (14 down to seven) more than offset the additional medication costs. Cost savings with fluconazole are substantial even in the examples presented in Figure 1 with lower hospital costs (Uganda and Nigeria).

If fluconazole is available, substituting AmB-L for AmB-D would involve substantial costs increases per patient if provided to all patients with CM. Nevertheless, the benefits of AmB-L (less toxicity and adverse reactions, easier administration, easier procurement and training to use one medication, etc.) warrant further analysis. One cost reducing strategy is to reserve use for patients presenting with renal dysfunction, who stand to gain the most from its use. In this case, AmB-L only to patients presenting with renal dysfunction, the incremental costs per 1,000 patients are modest in aggregate based on a cost of $50 per 50 mg vial. Clarity from Gilead on actual price(s) for AmB-L will allow for better cost estimates.

As new studies investigate new treatment strategies for CM cases, the costs for these new strategies can be easily estimated and compared using the costing model developed and used for this analysis. Such information on costs can then support discussions of budgetary impact and future economic evaluations of alternative treatment strategies.

Data availability
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- CM Induction Phase Treatment Costs -- Botswana May 17 2021.xlsx
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Extended data
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Authors: As recommended, we added the reference to Cunnama et al. along with the Drummond book (also a standard reference for costing methods). Regarding replication, all cost-related information, assumptions, and results for this manuscript come directly from the country-specific analyses (one Excel file per country) provided in the OpenBU repository referenced in this manuscript.

As importantly, any of these country-specific analyses can be used as a template for replication and adaptation in other contexts. For example, in the future, data from a clinical trial or observational study might suggest that actual in-patient care in that study extended from 7 to 10 inpatient days on average for the flucytosine plus fluconazole regimen. Such adjustments can be easily incorporated into the analysis for a study-specific analysis.

4. For the hospital based costs, which level of health facilities were sampled and costed? Or was this based on secondary data? This is not clear.

Authors: Because this article is intended as a Research Note, we did not review all of the specific assumptions used in each of the country-specific analyses. As noted in the section “Model structure and assumptions”, such details can be found in the Excel file for each country. For example, for South Africa, the hospital cost assumptions (see sheet “Assumptions for all regimens”) are in cells D63-D67 (and reference is in cell G63). In this base analysis presented in the paper, the hospital bed-day cost was 50% of the national average bed-day cost, which is considered a conservative assumption when comparing costs for different regimens.

5. In addition it may be beneficial to conduct a sensitivity analysis on the uncertain cost parameters given the cost variations across the countries. This will strengthen the analysis and the results of the work.

Authors: Because this article is intended as a Research Note, we did not include additional discussion based on sensitivity analyses. However, as noted in the section “Model overview”, the Excel files for any country can be used as a template for additional analyses and for readers to explore the sensitivity of results to assumptions. For example, in the South Africa file, the base case hospital cost assumption is chosen as “50% of the national average” (cell c659 is 4). The file
contains four other hospital cost possibilities that could be used for sensitivity analyses (the same structure exists in all the Excel files). We added additional information on conducting sensitivity analyses at the end of the methods section.

6. The results and discussion sections are merged together which generally interpret the costs across the study countries. However, there are no comparisons to similar settings on the same drug regimens which would give a comprehensive understanding of the cost estimates and the variances. This ties to the limited literature of the drug regimens that is provided in this paper. Also, important to include is the limitations and strengths of this analysis.

Authors: For each country, we consider AmB-D plus fluconazole with 14 in-patient days as reference point for discussing the results for the other regimens. This regimen is the comparison for the same setting for the other regimens evaluated (and presented in Figure 1). We have retitled the Results section to Results and Discussion to note the combination, which we think in this case makes sense. The focus here is on medications and combinations that are already recommended by the WHO (see reference 1 that provides substantial review of medications, etc.).
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